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Inferno Dan Brown Lexile
This compilation features Stevenson's classic masterpiece coupled with a new,
original Chinese translation by a native Chinese speaker. Stories compiled into
the Dual Language Reader format serve as an excellent tool to aid readers in
developing the ability to "think" in other languages.
??????:?????????????
?????:?????????????????????????????????????????????,????,??????????????
????????????.
In Italy, Harvard professor Robert Langdon is drawn into a world centered on one
of history's most mysterious literary masterpieces--Dante's "Inferno"--as he
battles a chilling adversary and grapples with an ingenious riddle.
Simplified Chinese edition of What We'll Build: Plans For Our Together Future
The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S. Capitol building and a
subsequent kidnapping lead Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon into a web of
mysterious codes, secret locations, and hidden knowledge.
??????????·???????,????????·???????????.????????????????????????????,???????????????
????????????????.......
?????????,??????????,?????????????????.
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In this salutation from Earth, the chronicler gives a tour of the planet and introduces those who
call it home.
Simplified Chinese edition of 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos
??????,??????????????????,??????????????????,???????????“??”??,????????????????????
???????????,??????????????
??·?????·????????,??????????????,??????????????????????????......
Traditional Chinese edition of THE STORY OF EDGAR SAWTELLE: A Novel. It is a
passionate, absorbing and riveting debut novel by David Wroblewski. In this captivating story,
the author illustrates a boy hero Edgar who is born mute and has a preternatural ability to
communicate with the dogs and his family's odyssey. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????????????????????,?????????,???????????????????????????????????????
Bruja magic runs in her blood, but a curse to get rid of it may cost Alex more than her power...
Alex is a bruja, the most powerful witch in her family. But she's hated magic ever since it made
her father disappear into thin air. So while most girls celebrate their Quinceaera, Alex
prepares for Death Day - the most important day in a bruja's life, and her only opportunity to rid
herself of magic.But the curse she performs during the ceremony backfires and her family
vanishes, forcing Alex to absorb all the magic of her family line. Left alone, Alex seeks help
from Nova, a brujo who covets her power for himself. To get her family back they must travel to
Los Lagos, a land in-between, as dark as Limbo and as strange as Wonderland...
Politics is about everyone. Even if you are not a politician, you cannot even vote or participate
in elections. From what time do you have to arrive at school every day? What is a crime? What
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can we do to avoid war? Which countries should we cooperate with... These are all politics! We
need to think about and discuss politics frequently in order to know more about the world, for
example: How was the United States born? How did ancient Rome and China manage
society? Why are elections and voting important? When did capitalism and communism
appear?
"Travel through the trees and across the seas with Maestro Mouse and his musical friends!
Young readers will meet a big blue whale and speedy cheetahs, tiny beetles and graceful
swans. Each has a special secret to share."--Provided by publisher.
The spellbinding new Robert Langdon novelfrom the author of The Da Vinci Code. Robert
Langdon, Harvard professor of symbology and religious iconology, arrives at the Guggenheim
Museum Bilbao to attend the unveiling of a discovery that owill change the face of science
forevero. The evening's host is his friend and former student, Edmond Kirsch, a forty-year-old
tech magnate whose dazzling inventions and audacious predictions have made him a
controversial figure around the world. This evening is to be no exception- he claims he will
reveal an astonishing scientific breakthrough to challenge the fundamentals of human
existence. But Langdon and several hundred other guests are left reeling when the
meticulously orchestrated evening is blown apart before Kirsch's precious discovery can be
revealed. With his life under threat, Langdon is forced into a desperate bid to escape, along
with the museum's director, Ambra Vidal. Together they flee to Barcelona on a perilous quest
to locate a cryptic password that will unlock Kirsch's secret. In their path lie dark forces which
will do anything to stop them. To evade a tormented enemy who is one step ahead of them at
every turn, Langdon and Vidal must navigate labyrinthine passageways of hidden history and
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ancient religion. On a trail marked only by enigmatic symbols and elusive modern art, Langdon
and Vidal uncover the clues that will bring them face-to-face with a world-shaking truth that has
remained buried - until now. 'Dan Brown is the master of the intellectual cliffhanger' Wall Street
Journal 'As engaging a hero as you could wish for' Mail on Sunday 'For anyone who wants
more brain-food than thrillers normally provide' Sunday Times
Simplified Chinese edition of Bear Came Along
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????500???40????????……
2005??????????????????????? 2005? BookSense ???? 2005???????????? ?????
??????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????
???????????????? ????????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????? Barns & Noble????????? NCIBA????????? BookSense?????????
??????????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????1930?????????????????????????16??????1972???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????1476?????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????1930?1970?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????600??????????????????????????????????????
A wonderful story that highlights the virtue of "courage." An An the Kaola is scared. There has
to be a monster hiding under his bed; maybe in his closet. Claws, jaws, gnarling teeth, big
eyes... and he is coming to get An An the Kaola. Mommy says she is going to get rid of the
monster for him. But all he really needs is the word "courage." Includes one book and one CD
read in Mandarin. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Stillhouse Lake
InfernoAnchor

???????????? ????????????14000???????? ?????????Top.1??????????100??
?????20????? ???????CBS Films????????? ????????????????????
???????????? ???????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????…… ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????——????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????????
?????????????????????????????????1918????????????????????????????????
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????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
??????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????? ?????????????????? ????????PanSci????????? ??????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????PanSci????????
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ——????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????24????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ——????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ——???????PanSci?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????——??????????????????
????????????? ——?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ——?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??? ??
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ——Ashley ?????????????
????????????????????? ——Holly Y ?????????????????????????????? ——Katya
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Taylor ???????????????????????????????? ——Amazonian ??? ????(??)
Chinese edition of The Likeness. Since Detective Cassie Maddox looks so much
like the victim, she went undercover as the victim as a housemate to four
students. This psychological suspense novel was a recommended book on
amazon's 2008. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????:The Oregon Trail
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